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1. INTRODUCTION 
The first general result on the existence of contact structures is due to Martinet [22], who 
has shown that any closed orientable 3-manifold admits a contact structure (The basic 
notions of contact geometry are reviewed in Section 2 below). His proof is based on 
Lickorish’s surgery description of 3-manifolds. Starting with the standard contact structure 
on S3, one may assume the surgery curves to be transverse to the contact structure, and then 
surgery can be performed in such a way as to obtain a contact structure on the resulting 
manifold. In fact, the framing for each of these surgeries may be changed by a so-called Lutz 
twist, and this allows to prove that on a closed orientable 3-manifold there exists a contact 
structure in every homotopy class of almost contact structures (which here just means 
orientable 2-plane fields). 
The connected sum theorem of Meckert [25] may be regarded as the first result in 
higher-dimensional contact topology. She proved that the connected sum of any two 
contact manifolds of dimension 2n + 1 also admits a contact structure. By realizing certain 
indecomposable manifolds as Brieskorn varieties and applying Meckert’s theorem, Thomas 
[30] was able to prove the existence of contact structures on a wide class of highly 
connected manifolds. 
Martinet’s surgery does not readily generalize to higher dimensions. In [l] Eliashberg 
realized that higher-dimensional contact surgery is indeed possible, provided the surgery 
spheres are taken to be isotropic, that is, tangent rather than transverse to the contact 
structure. Weinstein [34] has given a simplified description of part of this construction. We 
give a brief review of this contact surgery in Section 3. 
In [6,7] this was used to prove general existence results for contact structures first on 
simply-connected 5-manifolds and then, more generally, on highly connected manifolds of 
arbitrary (odd) dimension. 
Due to an overinterpretation of Eliashberg’s result, the proof of the main result in [7] is 
incomplete. In Section 4 of the present paper we set the record straight. Subject to a certain 
Z,-invariant being zero, it is shown that every (n - 1)-connected (2n + 1)-manifold admits 
a contact structure (possibly after taking the connected sum with a homotopy sphere), 
provided it admits an almost contact structure. It turns out that in several places a much 
deeper study of framing questions is required to be able to understand precisely which 
homotopy classes of almost contact structures can be realized by contact structures. 
The remaining sections are devoted to further applications of contact surgery. In Section 
5 we study exotic contact structures on spheres, that is, contact structures that are not 
diffeomorphic to the standard structure. The principal new result here is the construction of 
an exotic but homotopically standard contact structure on S’ and S8k+3, k 2 1, and in 
principle on spheres of arbitrary odd dimension. For spheres of dimension 4n + 1 we 
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recover a theorem of Morita and Sato: Every homotopy class of almost contact structures 
on S4”+ ’ contains a contact structure. 
In Section 6 we use an idea of Charles Thomas to find contact structures on certain 
quotients of S5 under non-linear finite group actions by showing that a construction of 
Petrie carries over to contact topology. No such examples have been known previously. 
In Section 7 we briefly discuss the notion of convex symplectic manifolds (due to 
Eliashberg-Gromov [4]) and indicate how contact surgery can be used to obtain such 
manifolds with non-trivial topology. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
A contact mani@old (M, 9) is a smooth (2n + 1)-dimensional manifold M with a maxi- 
mally non-integrable hyperplane distribution 9 c TM. This means that locally one can 
find a l-form o defining 523 = ker o and satisfying w A (do)” # 0. Such a ~2 is called a contact 
structure. If o is globally defined, it is called a contact form. Necessary and sufficient for this 
is the coorientability of 9,. In this case the structure group of TM reduces to U(n) x 1: 
A trivial line bundle complementary to $3 is defined by the Reeb vector field 5, which is 
characterized by the equations 
dw({,.) = 0 and o(t) = 1; 
on $3 we have a symplectic form do and a compatible complex bundle structure J : 9 + 9, 
that is, do(JX,JY) = do(X, Y) for all X, Y E 23 and dw(X,JX) > 0 for X # 0. Such 
a reduction of the structure group of the tangent bundle TM is called an almost contact 
structure and is written as (l, 9, J). The almost contact structure compatible in this sense 
with a contact form o is uniquely determined up to homotopy; in fact, it is determined by 
the contact structure since the conformal class of doI9 only depends on 9, not on the 
particular choice of o. 
The standard contact structure on S2”+l c !R”‘+l is given by 
fZ+1 
0 = 1 (Xidyi - YidXi). 
i=l 
A contact structure on S2”+l is called homotopicaily standard if its underlying almost 
contact structure extends as an almost complex structure over the disc D2n+2. To be precise, 
an almost contact structure (t,L2, J) on S’“+ 1 defines an almost complex structure J” on 
TD2”+21S Zn+ 1 if we require that J”I $3 = J and Jv = c, TTrhere v denotes a vector field along 
S2n+1 pointing outwards. If J” extends as an almost rlplex structure over D”‘+‘, then 
(5, $3, J) is homotopically standard. Of course, the standard contact structure is homotopi- 
tally standard. 
Now let (W,Q) be a symplectic manifold with boundary M = 8W. When restricted to 
TM the symplectic form Sz has a one-dimensional kernel. Suppose also that M admits 
a contact structure 53 = ker w such that the kernel of Sz on TM is transverse to 9 and Sz 19 
lies in the (positive) conformal class of dwl9. Then (W, S2) is called a symplectic filling of 
(M, 9). 
The boundary M = 3W is called globally (resp. locally) Q-convex if there exists an 
expanding Liouville vector field v on all W (resp. near M), that is, L,Q = d(Q(q,.)) = Sz, 
which is pointing outwards along M. Then (W,!A) is a symplectic filling of the contact 
manifold (M, 9 = ker Q(q, )). A locally Q-convex boundary is also called a boundary of 
contact type. See [4] for more on these notions. 
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3. CONTACT SURGERY 
Weinstein [34] gives a very readable account of the basic construction in contact 
surgery. If SP is an isotropic sphere in a contact manifold (M2”+ ‘, w) with trivial conformal 
symplectic normal bundle CSN(M’“+ ‘, 57’) = (TSJ’)“/TSp (where (TSp)” denotes the 
symplectic orthogonal bundle with respect to the symplectic form dw on the contact 
structure 9 = ker o; observe that TSP c (TSp)” c 9 for an isotropic sphere), then surgery 
can be performed along S P, that is, we can cut out Sp x D2”+1-p and glue back 
Dp+ ’ x SZnVp. This glueing depends on the chosen trivialization of CSN(M”‘+ ‘, Sp), which 
induces a framing of Sp since 
(TM2”+’ ISr)/TSr E (TM2”+’ 1Sp)/9 0 9/(TSp)” 0 (TSp)“/TSP 
E (4) @ T*SP 0 CSN(M2”+‘,SP) 
and there is a natural trivialization of (5) @ T *Sp. Notice that if p = n, i.e. in the case of 
a Legendre sphere, the conformal symplectic normal bundle has rank zero and a priori there 
is no choice of framing at all. However, Eliashberg [l] has shown by a generating function 
argument that the framing can be changed by perturbing the Legendre sphere (through 
non-Legendre embeddings). 
The usefulness of this result rests on the fact that there is an h-principle for isotropic 
spheres. The following is essentially Eliashberg’s Proposition 2.3.1 (cf. also [6, Theorem 3]), 
but we fill in some details of the differential topological aspects of its proof. 
LEMMA 1. Let (M2”+’ , w) be a contact manifold with contact structure 9 = ker w, n 3 2. 
Let iO:Sp -+ M2”+l, p < n, be an embedding with trivial normal bundle. Zf iO is covered by 
a fibrewise injective complex bundle map TSP 0 C + 9, then there is an isotropic embedding 
iI :Sr + M2”+l, iI(TSP) c 9, which is isotopic to iO. The embedding il and the isotopy 
between iO and iI can be found Co-close to io. 
Remark. The result remains true for n = 1, but the proof requires slightly different 
methods. 
Proof. Regard i. as a map i. : Sp + Sp x D2”+ ’ -p =: N into an arbitrarily small tubular 
neighbourhood of io(Sp). By [13, p. 3391 we find an isotropic immersion iI : Sp --, N 
homotopic and Co-close to io. After a generic contact perturbation (using contact Hamil- 
tonians) we may assume that iI is an embedding homotopic to io. Since 2(2n + 1) > 3p + 4 
and 2p - (2n + 1) + 2 < p - 1 for p < n and n 2 2 we are in the stable range where 
Haefliger’s results apply (cf. [32]). These results say that homotopy classes of continuous 
maps Sp -+ N are in one-to-one correspondence with isotopy classes of embeddings. Hence, 
i. and iI are actually isotopic as embeddings (and the isotopy may be chosen Co-close to io). 
Next, the construction in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 of [l] (together with [34]) can be 
summarized as follows. 
LEMMA 2 (Eliashberg [l], Weinstein [34]). Let W be a symplectic mani,fold of dimension 
2n + 2, n > 2, and M a boundary component of contact type. Attach a (p + 1)-handle (p < n) 
to W along M and call the resulting man$old W ‘, and M’ the new boundary component (which 
is the result of performing surgery on M along a p-sphere). If the compatible almost complex 
structure on W extends over the handle, then there is a symplectic structure on W’ such that 
M’ is of contact type. Zf Sp + M is an isotropic embedding such that CSN(M,SP) is trivial, 
such an extension exists for at least one particular choice of framing. 
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Remark. (1) The situation for n = 1 is analysed in great detail in forthcoming work of 
Gompf [ 111. 
(2) The rank of CSN(M2”+‘, Sp) is 2(n - p), Hence, if S” + M2n+ ’ is an embedding that 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1, one can always perform contact surgery along S” for 
a suitable choice of framing. 
As an immediate corollary we have the following theorem. Eliashberg actually proves 
a result about complex manifolds with strictly pseudoconvex boundary, but we keep the 
language of symplectic and contact geometry. 
THEOREM 3 (Eliashberg Cl]). Let M2”+ ’ be the boundary of a handlebody W 2n+ 2 (n 3 2) 
that contains only handles of index < n + 1. Then M admits a contact structure in every 
homotopy class of almost contact structures that is induced from an almost complex structure 
on W. 
In [7] we claimed more than what Eliashberg has proved by erroneously omitting the 
last half-sentence in this theorem. This renders the proof of the main theorem of [7] 
incomplete. Although this hardly affects that theorem (in fact it may still be true as stated), 
the proof requires considerably more attention to details of Wall’s classification of highly 
connected manifolds. 
It is instructive to begin with the following example. Consider M = S2 x S3. We may 
think of M as the boundary of a handlebody W with precisely one 3-handle and no other 
handles (in classical notation: W E %(6,1,3)). In other words, we regard M as an S2-bundle 
over S3, obtained from S5 by surgery along S2. It is easy to see from Weinstein’s [34] 
description of contact surgery that this surgery (which is uniquely defined, since the choice 
of framing lies in the zero group ~z(So3)) yields a contact structure on S2 x S3 whose 
underlying almost contact structure has vanishing first Chern class cl. Indeed, observe that 
H2(S2 x S3;H) is generated by the belt sphere S,’ of the 3-handle, and in contact surgery 
(along a Legendre sphere) this belt sphere is isotropic, i.e. again a Legendre sphere. Hence 
T(S2 x S3) 1 S; g (TS2 @ C) @ &I, where a1 is a trivial line bundle transverse to the 
(cooriented) contact structure, and the first Chern class of a complexified real vector bundle 
is of order two, hence equal to zero in our situation. 
The same is clear from Eliashberg’s theorem. W is homotopy equivalent o S3, hence 
every almost complex structure J on W has cl( W,J) = 0, and the first Chern class 
of the almost contact structure on M is the pull-back of cl( W, J) under the inclusion 
i:M-+W. 
On the other hand, we may think of M = S2 x S3 as the boundary of a handlebody W’ 
with precisely one 2-handle and no other handles, that is, W’ E X(6,1,2). This amounts to 
regarding M as an S3-bundle over S2, obtained from S5 by surgery along S’. As shown in 
[6] (see also Section 4.2 below), homotopy classes of almost contact structures on M are 
classified by cl, and so are homotopy classes of almost complex structures on W’ z S2. 
Since i* : H2( W’) -P H’(M) is an isomorphism (for any coefficient group), application of 
Eliashberg’s theorem yields a contact structure in every homotopy class of almost contact 
structures. An alternative argument, using Weinstein’s description of contact surgery and 
the fact that now the framing may be changed by changing the (conformally symplectic) 
trivialization of the rank 2 bundle CSN(S’, S’) is implicit in the proof of Theorem 8 of [6]. 
In conclusion, while it may not be possible to realize all (stable) homotopy classes of 
almost contact structures by contact structures tarting from a fixed description of M as the 
boundary of a handlebody with handles of indices up to the middle dimension, it may be 
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possible to do so using different such descriptions. We shall see that 
exceptions, this approach allows to save the main theorem of c71- 
with a few minor 
4. HIGHLY CONNECTED MANIFOLDS 
Let M be an (n - 1)-connected (2n + l)-manifold, n 2 2. We can split M as a connected 
sumM = MO#MI# .a. #M, with H,(M,;E) finite and H,(Mi; Z) z Z for i = 1, . . . ,r (see 
[33, p. 2851). Of course we mean to include in this notation the case that H,(M; Z) is finite. 
The following theorem, replacing Theorem 2 of [7], is not the best one can prove, but it 
is the easiest o state. Some other manifolds that also admit a contact structure are collected 
in Section 4.4. The invariant $(Mj) appearing in this theorem is an element of 
H”+l(Mi;Z,) z izz (i = 1, ... , r) for n # 2,6 even and zero otherwise (see Section 4.1 below). 
The decomposition M = M0 # MI # .. . # Mk can always be chosen in such a way that 
$(Mi) = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,r - 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let M = #izoMi be un (n - 1)-connected (2n + l)-manifold (in the above 
notation). Assume that for i = 1, . . . , r we have J(Mi) = 0. 
(1) If M admits an almost contact structure, it is almost difiomorphic to a manifold that 
admits a contact structure. 
(2a) If n is odd, n f 3mod 8, then M is almost difiomorphic to a manifold that admits 
a contact structure in every stable homotopy class of almost contact structures. 
(2b) If n = 3 mod 8, there is a top-dimensional Zz-obstruction to stable homotopy of 
almost contact structures. At least one of the two stable homotopy classes of almost contact 
structures (on a manifold almost difieomorphic to M) corresponding to a fixed almost contact 
structure over the (n + l)-skeleton of M contains a contact structure. 
(2~) If n is even, then M is almost difiomorphic to a manifold that admits a contact 
structure in every homotopy class of almost contact structures. 
Remark. (1) Almost difleomorphism means diffeomorphism up to the connected sum 
with a homotopy sphere. 
(2) We only have to be concerned with realizing the stable homotopy class of almost 
contact structures; the argument hat “stable” can be omitted for n even is as in [7]: On 
S2”+ ‘, n even, any homotopy class of almost contact structures is induced from a contact 
structure (cf. Section 5 below); by taking connected sums we can prove the same for any M. 
Throughout this section M will denote an (n - l)-connected (2n + I)-manifold. When 
identifying two manifolds it is understood that such identification is only up to almost 
diffeomorphism. To establish our notation we briefly recall Wall’s classification of highly 
connected manifolds. 
4.1. Wall’s classification 
Strictly speaking, Wall [33] classifies almost closed manifolds, that is, manifolds 
bounded by a homotopy sphere. Furthermore, his classification contains certain excep- 
tional cases that require additional invariants. We shall explain below (in somewhat more 
detail than in 171) why we only have to be interested in the non-exceptional cases and why 
we may treat Wall’s result as a classification of closed manifolds. 
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THEOREM 5 (Wall [33]). Let M be an (n - 1)-connected (2n + l)-manifold in the non- 
exceptional case, n 3 2, n # 3,7. Then M is, up to almost difleomorphism, determined by 
A. homology invariants (essentially H,(M; Z) with its quadratic structure), 
B. tangential invariants 
(i) oi E H”(M; x,_ 1 (SO)), 
(ii) fi E H”+l(M; n”(SO)), 
(iii) For n # 2,6 even, $ E H”+‘(M;Zz) z H,(M;Z) @ hz. 
Remark. The classification in the cases n = 3 and n = 7 was carried out by Wilkens 
[36]. For our purposes it will be sufficient o know that here B is always zero. 
We shall see below that if n E Omod 8 a necessary condition for M to admit an almost 
contact structure is oi even, if n = 1 mod 8 we need B = 0. Hence, by [33, p. 2771, we are in 
the non-exceptional case. The only other exceptional case occurs for n = 4. That this case is 
indeed exceptional follows from [5], and then Theorem 9 of [33] states that the exceptional 
invariant w E H2 distinguishes between almost closed manifolds that can or cannot be 
closed with a disc. Since we are only interested in closed manifolds (the existence of contact 
structures on open manifolds being covered by Gromov’s h-principle [14]), we may treat 
the case n = 4 as non-exceptional. 
It then follows (again from Theorem 9 of [33]) that all the almost closed manifolds that 
admit almost contact structures can actually be closed, since the only obstruction to closing 
comes from the exceptional invariants and, in the case n 3 0 mod 8, from an B which is not 
even. 
4.2. Almost contact structures 
The following is a slight modification of Proposition 4 from [7]. Throughout we assume 
n Z 2. 
PROPOSITION 6. An (n - 1)-connected (2n + I)-manifold M admits an almost contact 
structure in the following cases: 
(i) n~Omod8,Beven,fl=O,and$=O, 
(ii) n=lmod8and&=O, 
(iii) n E 2 mod 8 and 6& = 0, 
(iv) n E 3,5,6 mod 8, 
(v) n=4modSand$=O, 
(vi) n E 7 mod 8 and f? even. 
In each case the mentioned conditions are necessary, apart from $ = 0 in the cases 
n z 0,4 mod 8. The condition in (vi) is automatically satisfied for n = 7. 
Remark. (1) Here 6 denotes the Bockstein homomorphism associated to the coefficient 
sequence0 +Z ZZ 47, +O. 
(2) The condition $ = 0 was left out in Proposition 4 of [7]. With the corrected 
statement of Eliashberg’s theorem the proof given there is not complete. However, we shall 
see that the condition 4 = 0 is indeed superfluous if H,(M;Z) is finite, and we conjecture 
that the same is true in general. 
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(3) For n = 2 the class oi can be identified as the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2 (see 
[19]). Thus, together with Theorem 4 we recover the main theorem of [6]: A simply 
connected 5-manifold M admits a contact structure if and only if the third integral 
Stiefel-Whitney class W3 = 6w2 vanishes, and M admits a contact structure in every 
homotopy class of almost contact structures. 
Proof For n $0,4mod 8 the argument outlined in [7] remains valid. We recall the 
parts of it that we shall need in the sequel and also include some additional details of the 
algebraic topology used in that argument, since these details are relevant to the proof of 
Lemma 7 below. 
First of all we observed that M admits an almost contact structure if and only if it admits 
a stable almost complex structure, since all the coefficient groups of the relevant obstruction 
groups H4(M;+1(S%+l /II,,)), 1 < 4 d 2n + 1, are stable (even without any highly 
connectedness assumption on M). Therefore the existence of an almost contact structure is 
ezivalent to the existence of a lifting of the stable tangent bundle [TM] E z(M) to 
KU(M). Denote the (n + 1)-skeleton of M by M(“+l) and let x0 be a point in M(“+l). The 
Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence in K-theory for the pair (M(“+ ‘),x0) has E,-term 
EP2” zc HP(M’“+ “,x0; Kq(*)) 
and converges to K*(M’“+ “,x0) = l?*(M(“+‘)). Since E;” # 0 only for p = n,n + 1, this 
spectral sequence collapses at the E,-term, i.e. E, = E2. Now E, is a filtration of I?*, so for 
the total degree 0 term Z? = R” we get 
H”+‘(M;K-‘“+l’(*))~~(M(“+l))-H”(M;K-”(*)). 
With KU-q(*) = x4-i(U) and KOMq(*) = x~_~(SO) for q 2 2 this yields the following 
commutative diagram with exact rows: 
Zf”+ ‘(M; rc,(U)) H i%(M@+ “) ++ H”(M; TC,_ i(U)) 
1 1 1 
H”+ ‘(M; QSO)) H i%(M’“+ “) + H”(M; TC- l(SO)). 
















h multiplication by 2 
Remark. Notice that from this table of coefficients it follows that the short exact 
sequences in the commutative diagram above are split except for n = 1 mod 8. However, 
here we need di = 0 for a lift to the zero group H”(M; n,_ i(U)) to exist, which is a necessary 
condition for the existence of an almost contact structure on M. Then again, as in all the 
other cases, we can indeed define an invariant p = p(M) E H”+l(M; n,(SO)). 
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If one considers the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence in K-theory for the pair 
(M, x,,) instead of (MC”+ ‘), x0) one has to take care of the differentials 
#+1,-n-l n :H”+‘(M;x,(G)) +H2”+1(M;nz,_1(G)) 
and 
which may now be non-zero (G = U, SO, respectively). 
The d:” = d:*‘(M) are cohomology operations, hence by a well-known result of Serre 
(cf. [35, V.S]) we may regard dlpTq as element of W”(K(A,p);B), where A = Kq(*), 
B = Kq-‘+l(*), and K(A, p) is the Eilenberg-MacLane space of type (A,p). 
In the complex case, since Q(U) = 0 for k even, we only have to consider 
and 
&+1,-“-i EH2PZ+1 
(K( (2, n + 1); Z) for n odd 
d:*ct E HZn+ ’ (K( Z, n); Z) for n even. 
Both these cohomology groups are finite [35, p. 6701, so the cohomology operation 
d;+ ‘, -“-l(M) (resp. d:;-:(M)) has to vanish since it maps into the infinite cyclic group 
HZn+‘(M;Z). 
So the spectral sequence for (M, x0) in KU-theory also collapses at the E2-term. Since 
HZ”+ ‘(M; n2,,(U)) = 0 there are noEw entries of tzl degree 0 in the E,-page, so we have 
the same short exact sequence for KU(M) as for KU(M’“+“). An easy application of the 
Five-Lemma shows that the isomorphism E(M) z %(M(“+l)) is induced by the inclu- 
sion MC”+ ‘) -+ M. 
Consider now the following piece of the long exact sequence in KO-theory for the pair 
(M, MC”+ ‘) ), where C denotes suspension. 
i?@.ZM’” + ‘) ) -+ KO(M, M’“+ ‘) ) -+ i%(M) + i@M(‘+‘)). 
Since M is obtained from M (n+ ‘) by attaching a (2n + 1)-cell, we have 
KO(M, M’“+ “) = @M/M’“+ “) = K^7j(S2”+ ‘). 
Fornf0,4mod8wehave@S2”+‘)=0, so we get the commutative diagram 
z(M) --% =(M’“+ ‘)) 
1 1 
0 -+ z(M) - i+M’“+ ‘I). 
This shows that there are no obstructions to the existence of an almost contact structure in 
EZ2”+ ‘(M; 7c2,(SO/U)), and the proposition follows from a simple case by case study of the 
first commutative diagram above. 
For n z 0,4 mod 8 we shall see below that under the stated assumptions M is almost 
diffeomorphic to a manifold that admits a contact structure. Then the result follows from 
Proposition 23 below, which states that a manifold that is almost diffeomorphic to an 
almost contact manifold does itself admit an almost contact structure. 
The same argument can be applied to a (2n + 2)-dimensional handlebody with n- 
handles only, W E X’(2n + 2, k, n), which is homotopy equivalent o a wedge of n-spheres, 
W N Vk S”, or a handlebody W E H(2n + 2, k, n + 1) N Vk S”+ ’ (as well as to some other 
handlebodies that are not relevant to our discussion below). These spaces are (n - l)- 
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connected and have no homology above dimension n + 1. So the following is immediate 
from the arguments used to prove the preceding proposition. 
LEMMA 7. (i) The (stable) tangent bundle of the handlebody W E X(2n + 2, k, n) is 
characterized by an element Bw E H”(W; z,,_ l(SO)) and W admits an almost complex 
structure ifund only if diw lifts to an element Ew E H”( W; zR_ 1(U)). 
(ii) The (stable) tangent bundle of the handlebody W E X(2n + 2, k, n + 1) is completely 
determined by an element /& E II”+ i ( W; 7c,(SO)); th e necessary and suficient condition for 
W to admit an almost complex structure is the existence of a lifting of & to 
/IwE Hn+‘(W;7z,(U)). 
Remark. The conditions for these lifts to exist are as in Proposition 6. 
The lifts CW and flW (if they exist) determine a unique homotopy class of almost complex 
structures over W. Similarly, if di, fi satisfy the conditions of Proposition 6, there exists lifts 
~EH”(M;~“_l(U))andgEH”” (M; n,(U)) which determine a unique homotopy class of 
almost contact structures over the (n + i)-skeleton of M. If this almost contact structure 
extends over A4 (which may depend on 4 being zero in the cases n = 0,4mod S), the 
obstruction to two such extensions being stably homotopic lies in 
P+l(M; 7L 
Z2 for n=3mod8 
Zn+ 1WVJ)) g nnzn+ 1WP-J) ” o otherwise 
This proves the following. 
LEMMA 8. Assume that the conditions of Proposition 6 are sutisjed. Then the lifts Z and 
j? of di and fi, respectively, determine a unique stable homotopy class of almost contact 
structures on M unless n E 3 mod 8, in which case there are exactly two dierent extensions 
(up to stable homotopy) to an almost contact structure on M. 
If we are interested in the classification of almost contact structures up to homotopy 
rather than stable homotopy, the relevant coefficient groups are the first non-stable 
homotopy groups nz,, + 1 (SO,,, J-J,,), which have been determined by Massey [23]: 
I 
Z”! for n z Omod4 
for n= lmod4 
n2n+ 1(SO 2n+1/Un) g
n!/2 for n = 2mod4 
IL+& for nG3mod4. 
Using work of Morita [27] that will also be important in Section 5 below, Sato [29] has 
shown that S2”+’ admits a contact structure in every homotopy class of almost contact 
structures if n is even (in which case there are only finitely many such homotopy classes), and 
contact structures in infinitely many different homotopy classes of almost contact structures if
n is odd. (However, as we shall see in Section 5, in the latter case Sato’s argument is not strong 
enough to produce a contact structure in every homotopy class of almost contact structures.) 
Therefore we can reduce the proof of Theorem 4 to showing the existence of a contact 
structure in every stable homotopy class of almost contact structures (or at least those for 
which a certain Z,-invariant vanishes if n E 3 mod 8) for the homotopy class of the underly- 
ing almost contact structure may be changed in the top dimension by taking the connected 
sum with a standard sphere with homotopically non-standard contact structure. 
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4.3. Proof of Theorem 4 
By Meckert’s connected sum theorem we may restrict our attention to indecomposable 
manifolds. 
(A) Consider the case H,(M; Z) g Z and 4(M) = 0. First we collect some topological 
information. This has already been used in [7] and can easily be extracted from Wall’s series 
of papers on the classification of highly connected manifolds, but it is included here for the 
reader’s convenience. 
LEMMA 9. ZfH,(M; E) E Z and j?(M) = 0,$(M) = 0, then M is an S”+ l-bundle over S” 
defined by g(M) E H”(M; q_ ,(SO)) z rc_ I(SO). 
Proof: Let M’ be the Sri+++ -bundle over S” defined by a0 = k(M) E rt- ,(SO) z 
rt, _ 1 (SO,, + z). It follows from the homotopy exact sequence and the Gysin sequence of this 
bundle that M’ is (n - 1)-connected with H,(M’; E) z Z. Let S” be an embedded sphere in 
M’ representing the generator of H,(M’; if’); such a sphere exists by the Hurewicz theorem 
and since we are in the “stable range” as defined in [32, p. 2.54). 
Consider the long exact homology sequence of the pair (W’, M’), where W’ is the 
associated D”“-bundle over S”: 
. . . -+HH,+l(W’,M’) +H,(M’) -H,(W’) -H,(W’,M’) --+ ... 
By Poincare duality, H,(W’,M’) z H”+‘(W’) = 0, and similarly we have 
H,+l(W’, M’) = 0. Hence i(P) represents the generator of H,(W’,Z), where i: M’ -+ W’ 
is the natural inclusion, and i,: H,(M’) -+ H,( W’) is an isomorphism for any (finitely 
generated abelian) coefficient group. 
The normal bundle v(S”, M’) of S” in M’ is classified by an element 
&(M’) E q,-l(SOn+l). The normal bundle v(i(S”), W’) of i(P) in W’ is classified by 
~1~ E rc,- 1(S0,+2), because i(P) is isotopic to the zero section of W’ (again we are in the 
stable range). Since v(i(P), W’) r v(S”, M’) 0 sl, where s1 denotes a trivial line bundle, and 
~c,-~(SO,+~) is stable, we have di(M’) = 01~ = k(M). 
The fibre S”+ ’ of M’ represents the generator of H,+ 1 (M’, Z), as can be seen from the 
Wang sequence. Since it has trivial normal bundle, it follows that fi(M’) = 0 and &M’) = 0. 
Thus M and M’ have the same invariants, which implies that they are almost diffeo- 
morphic. 
So in the situation of Lemma 9 we have M = 8W with W E &‘(2n + 2,1, n), and the 
natural homomorphism i* : H”(W) + H”(M) is an isomorphism for any coefficient group. 
LEMMA 10. If H,(M; Z) z Z and C?(M) = 0, then M is an P-bundle over S”+l with Euler 
class zero. Thus M = aW with W E Z’(2n + 2,1, n + 1). Furthermore, the natural homomor- 
phism i*:H”+‘(W) +H”+‘(M) . zs an isomorphism for any coejticient group. 
ProoJ Represent he generator of H,(M; H) be an embedded S”. The fact that oZ(M) = 0 
implies that S” has trivial normal bundle. Performing surgery along S” has the effect of 
killing H,(M;Z), no matter what framing we choose (see Lemma 1 in [31]). The com- 
plementary surgery is again along an S”, that is, M is obtained from a (homotopy) 
(2n + 1)-sphere by surgery along S”. Any embedding of S” in S ‘“+ 1 is isotopic to the trivial 
embedding, and hence M is as described in the lemma. 
It is immediate from the Gysin sequence for an Y-bundle over S”+ ’ that H,(M; Z) g Z 
precisely if the Euler class is zero. 
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Finally, the long exact homology sequence with integer coefficients of the pair ( W, M) 
becomes 
K+,(W,M) +K+,(M)i’K+,(W) +K+r(WJ@+K(M) -H,(W) 
andwithPoincart:dualityH,+,(W,M)~:”(W)=OandH,+,(W,M)=H”+‘(W)rZ, 
hence 
This implies that A is surjective and hence an isomorphism, and thus i, is an isomorphism. 
Since Ext(H,(M;Z), G) = Ext(Z,G) = 0 for any coefficient group G and 
Ext(H,( W; Z), G) = Ext(0, G) = 0, we find that the homomorphism i* : II”+ ‘(W; G) + 
H”+‘(M; G) is an isomorphism for any G by the universal coefficient heorem. 
Remark. In the situation of Lemma 10, the S”-bundle is determined by the invariant 
b and 4 as follows. 
If n = 3,7, the suspension map 
S : l!h,(SO”) + 7c”(SO) 
is injective with image of index 2, and the S”-bundle over S”+ ’ is defined by /I,, E rc,,(SO,,+ i) 
with S-‘(p) = &, E Sn,(SO,) = %i(SQI + 1). 
If n # 3,7 is odd or n = 2,6, the suspension map 
s : S7c,(SO,) + 7c,(SO) 
is bijective, and we want PO = S-‘(b). 
If n # 2,6 is even, we have the split exact sequence 
0 -+ z* --t S7c”(SO,)S rc”(S0) + 0. 
Denote a splitting by S-‘; then we want /I0 = ($,Sl(b)). 
LEMMA 11. The unit cotangent bundle M of S”+ ’ for n # 2,6 even generates the kernel of 
the suspension homomorphism S, that is, it is characterized by H,(M;Z) E Z, a* = 0, fi = 0, 
and 6 # 0. 
Proof. The homotopy exact sequence shows that M is (n - 1)-connected. The bundle 
has zero Euler class, so the Gysin sequence yields H,(M; Z) z Z. The fibre S” represents the 
generator of H,(M; Z) and has trivial normal bundle, hence a^ = 0. 
Now we have rc,+ ,(M) z H,+ l(M; Z) 0 (H,(M;Z) @ Z,), where the surjection onto 
the first factor is given by the Hurewicz homomorphism and the injection of the second 
factor is given by composing elements of H,(M; E) z QM) with the generator of rc,+ l(Sn) 
(note that M can be replaced by a homotopy equivalent CW-complex with cells of 
dimension 0, n,n + 1 and 2n + 1 only); cf. [33, p. 2761. By Proposition 1 of [32], any 
element of rc,, 1(M), in particular a generator of H,, 1 (M; Z), can be represented by an 
embedded sphere S;’ ’ (since n B 4). By Lemma 10, i, : H, + 1 (M) -+ H, + 1 ( W ) is an isomor- 
phism, where W is the cotangent disc bundle of S”+ ‘. Hence i(S;+ ‘) represents a generator 
of H,+ 1 ( W; Z). Another generator is given by the zero section Si+ ’ of W, and by Lemma 1 
of [32], i(Sl”) and S:+l are regularly homotopic (again this lemma applies for n 2 4). Since 
the cotangent sphere bundle of S “+I is stably trivial, we find fiw = 0, and then also a = 0 
because of v(Sl’ ’ , M) @ EI g v(i(S;+‘), W). (A shorter argument for fi = 0 can be given by 
interpreting it as obstruction class and using naturality.) 
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On the other hand, for n # 2,6 even the cotangent bundle of S”+ ’ is not trivial, and 
hence it is detected by $ # 0. 
Now we return to the general situation H,(M; Z’) cz Z and J(M) = 0 and deal with the 
different values of nmod 8 in turn. 
(i) n = 0 mod 8. Necessary conditions for M to admit an almost contact structure are 
B even and fi = 0. Thus we are in the situation of Lemma 9. The lift C of oi to H”(M; x,_ r(U)) 
is unique, and fi also lifts uniquely to fl= 0 E H”+r (M;rc,(U)) (which in fact is the zero 
group). These lifts determine the homotopy class of an almost contact structure over the 
(n + 1)-skeleton of M. 
To prove that there is an almost contact structure on M in the stable homotopy class 
determined by a” and p (remember that this part of Proposition 6 still has to be proved), we 
consider the handlebody W E lf(2n + 2,1, n) with 8W = M. Let diw and & be the invari- 
ants that characterize the tangent bundle of W. (Since W N S” has no cohomology in 
dimension n + 1 we have of course & = 0, but we keep the general notation because the 
argument in the other cases will be similar.) Then i*& = a^ and i*& = fl since 
TWIM=TM&. 
By the remark after the proof of Lemma 9 the class oiw is uniquely determined by the 
condition i*diw = &, and the unique Zw with i*cZw = Z is a lift of diw. Both pw and fiw lie in 
the zero group and we have i*& = fl= 0. 
Thus there is an almost complex structure on W corresponding to these lifts !iw, fiw. 
This almost complex structure induces an almost contact structure on M = aW (which 
proves this particular case of Proposition 6) and, by Eliashberg’s theorem, we can actually 
find a contact structure on M in this homotopy class of almost contact structures. 
(ii) n = 1 mod 8. Now the condition for M to admit an almost contact structure is oi = 0, 
so we are in the situation of Lemma 10, and we take W E X(2n + 2,l,n + 1) as described 
there. 
The lift of Oz = 0 to Z = 0 is unique, and oi, as well as Ew lie in the zero group since 
w N s”+‘. 
Since i*:H”+‘(W) -+H”+l(M) is an isomorphism for any coefficient group, any lift of 
the HZ-class pi H”+‘(M;~,(SO)) to an integral class /?E H”+‘(M;rr,(U)) defines a lift 
(i*)-‘(B) of (i*)-‘(j). 
(iii) n = 2,4,6mod8. Here p and its lift lie in the zero group. Hence the argument 
is as in (i). That same argument also concludes the proof of Proposition 6 in the case 
n E 4 mod 8 for the particular M considered here. 
(iv) n = 3,5,7 mod 8. Here oi and its lift a” lie in the zero group. Now argue as in (ii). Note, 
however, that for n e 3 mod 8 there are two stable homotopy classes of almost contact struc- 
tures corresponding to a fixed choice of p, and we can only guarantee to realize one of them. 
(B) Next we consider the case H,(M; Z) finite. We observe that in this case either k(M) 
is zero because it lies in the zero group H”(M;Z), or - when the coefficient group is 
rr_ r (SO) = Z2 - it has to be zero for an almost contact structure to exist. For in all cases 
& = 0 is the only possible lift to H”(M; z,_~(U)) (which is always the zero group). 
By [33, Theorem 81 the fact that Oz = 0 implies the existence of W E S(2n + 2, k, n + 1) 
with t3W = M. Thus W is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of k copies of SnC1, and 
using Poincare duality as before the long exact homology sequence of the pair ( W, M) 
becomes 
H”(M;G)hf”+‘(W,M;G)j’- H”+‘(W;G)A H”+‘(M;G) 
H”(M;G)- Gek - Gek - ~II”+~(M;G). 
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Now both Bw and Zw lie in the zero group, so we only have to be concerned with finding 
a suitable lift & E II”+ ‘( W; n,(U)) of /I?~ E H”+ ‘( W; TcJSO)). To study this question, we 
consider the commutative diagram 
H”(M;G) A H”+‘(W,M;G) z?.+ H”+‘(W;G) 2 H”+‘(M;G) 
1 1 1 1 
H”(M;G’)AH”+‘(W,M;G’) 2 H”+‘(W;G’)s H”+‘(M;G’) 
where G = X,(U) and G’ = rr,(SO). The vertical maps are induced from the coefficient map 
X,(U) + rc,(SO) and will be denoted by nn. 
(i) n E 0 mod 8. Here the commutative diagram becomes 
0 ---+o--+ 0 -+ 0 
1 1 1 1 
H”(M;Z,) t+ zy L+ if?” 59 H”+‘(M;z2), 
A necessary condition for an almost contact structure to exist is a = 0. To show that there is 
a contact structure on M and, a fortiori, that there is no obstruction to an almost contact 
structure in H*“+ ‘(M; 7r,,(SO/U)) we need to have an almost complex structure on W. For 
this we need & = 0, which is not guaranteed a priori. 
Now we observe that M is stably parallelizable since a^ = 0 and fi = 0 and there is no 
obstruction to stable parallelizability in HZ”+ 1 (M; 7c2,(SO)). The latter fact follows from the 
same argument used to prove Theorem 3.1 (case 3) in [20]. (This argument, by the way, 
works in the other dimensions as well, so that quite generally oi and p are the only 
obstructions to stable parallelizability of a highly connected manifold.) 
But then by Theorem 6.6 of [20] we may actually assume that the handlebody W is also 
stably parallelizable since we may kill x,(M) by f ramed surgery. In other words, we can 
ensure that pw = 0. Then we have an almost complex structure on W corresponding to the 
lift f,,, = 0, this in turn induces an almost contact structure on M = aW in the stable 
homotopy class determined by p = 0 (which concludes the proof of Proposition 6 for 
n = 0mod8, and we see that the condition 6 = 0 is redundant if H,(M;Z) is finite). By 
Eliashberg’s theorem this almost contact structure is induced from a contact structure. 
(ii) n E 1 mod 8. Here we have the following commutative diagram, where the vertical 
maps are induced by mod 2 reduction Z -+ ZZ. 
0 _ z@k z Z@k A H”+‘(M;Z) 
1 1 1 1 
H”(M; Z,) k+ Zf” z Hyk -% H”+ ‘(M; H,). 
The result in Theorem 4 follows in this case from the following lemma. 
LEMMATA. Anylif~8”HH”“(M;Z)of~~H”“(M;~2)isaftheformi*~~,where~~is 
a suitable lift of Bw. 
Proof: Choose $jw~ H”+‘(W;Z) with i*y”, = b. Then b = $= rci*y”, = i*r&. On 
the other hand, fi = i*&. Hence & - ~j$ E keri* = im j*. Write & - r& =j*q with 
yI E H”“(W,M;Z2). Let Gg H”+l (W,M;E)bealiftof~.Then~w-ny;,=j*~~=rcj*ij, 
hence & = rc(j& + j*$. Set flw = yw +j*ij. Then i*& = i*& = p. 
(iii) n = 2,4,6 mod 8. Here p and b lie in the zero group, and so do fiw and &, since the 
two relevant coefficient groups are zero. Again we also get for free the vanishing of the 
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top-dimensional obstruction to an almost contact structure in the case n E 4 mod 8 (even if 
C$ # 0). Thus the proof of Proposition 6 is now complete. 
Remark. Strictly speaking, we have proved Proposition 6 (for n = 0,4 mod 8) only for 
manifolds with H,(M;Z) isomorphic to Z or finite. We shall see in Section 5 below that the 
connected sum of two almost contact manifolds does also admit an almost contact structure. 
(iv) n E 3 mod 8. Here the commutative diagram becomes 
0 --) z@k z ZOk 5 H”+‘(M;z) 
1 1 1 
0 -+ ZQk z ZQk 5 H”+‘(M;Z). 
All the vertical maps rc are the identity map, hence the unique lift pw of bw satisfies 
i*& = p, where B ’ IS the unique lift of b. 
(v) n E 5 mod 8. Now we have the diagram 
O-Z@k z z@k& H”+r(M;Z) 
1 1 1 
o-o-o---+ 0. 
Let p” be a lift of fi = 0. Since i* is surjective, there is a flw with i*& = fl, and trivially 
r&=0=& 
(vi) n = 7 mod 8. Here we have 
0 -_* z@k ?_ ZQk 2 H”+‘(M;Z) 
Now the vertical maps are multiplication by two, so the condition for M to admit an almost 
contact structure is p even. For W to admit an almost complex structure we need bw even, 
and a priori it is not clear that W can be chosen in such a way. As in the case n - 0 mod 8 we 
need to work a little harder to see that this can indeed be achieved. 
We start with W, = M x [O, 11, where we assume that M admits an almost contact 
structure, i.e. fi even. Then W0 admits a natural almost complex structure. We now want to 
attach (n + 1)-handles to W0 along M x {l} to kill H,(M; h). First we consider an arbitrary 
n-sphere mbedded in M = M x {l}. Since oi = 0, this n-sphere has trivial normal bundle in 
M. There is an almost contact structure on M, so in particular on an open tubular 
neighbourhood S” x U”+’ of our n-sphere (Here U”‘r denotes the open unit disc). By the 
h-principle for contact structures on open manifolds [ 141 we can find an auxiliary contact 
structure on S” x U”+ ’ which induces the given almost contact structure. By Eliashberg’s 
theorem we can perform contact surgery along S” (inside the neighbourhood S” x U”+ ‘). In 
particular, we can attach an almost complex (n + 1)-handle to M x [0, l] along S”. 
To ensure that this surgery reduces the order of H,(M; Z) we have to choose a particular 
framing. By the proof of Lemma 2.4.1 of [l] our choice of framing is given by the kernel of 
n,(SO,+ I) -+ n,(SO). By [20, pp. 522-5251 this is precisely the freedom of choice we need to 
reduce H,(M; Z) to 2-torsion. We summarize what has been proved so far. 
LEMMA 13. There is a manifold WI obtained from W0 = M x [0, l] by attaching (n + l)- 
handles to M x {l} such that W, admits an almost complex structure (so &, is even) and 
aW, = MUM, with H,(M,;H) = E2 0 ... 0 E,. 
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Next we want to show that by attaching further (n + 1)-handles to M1 we can kill 
H,(Mr; Z) completely. Observe that WI is (n - 1)-connected and trivially Zw, = 0 since the 
relevant coefficient group vanishes. From [19, Lemma 4.33 it follows, unless n = 7, that 
w,+ i( W,) = 0. The proof of that same lemma shows that w,+ r( WI) is the image of 
pi+., under a certain natural homomorphism, and since jw, is even we have w,+ i( WI) = 0 
for n = 7 as well. 




X H V n+l”X 
is the zero map. Hence, by the argument on p. 525 of [20] we can attach further almost 
complex (n + 1)-handles to kill H,(Mr; Z). We have proved the following 
LEMMA 14. There is an almost complex manifold W2 obtained from W0 = M x [0, l] by 
attaching (n + 1)-handles to M x {l} such that dW2 = MuC”‘+l with C2”+l a homotopy 
sphere. 
Now form the connected sum W3 of the cobordism W2 with the trivial cobordism 
(-C 2n+1) x [O,l], where -C2n+1 denotes the inverse element to C2”+l in the group of 
homotopy spheres (which is simply E2n+ ’ with reversed orientation), and “connected sum” 
is understood in the sense of [20, Lemma 2.21. That is, we choose a differentiable arc in W2 
joining a point in M with a point in C2”+i such that a tubular neighbourhood of this arc is 
diffeomorphic to [W”‘+ ’ x [0, 11. Similarly, we remove an arc * x [0, l] from (-X2”+ ‘) x 
[0, 11, and then we glue the pointed tubular neighbourhoods of these arcs in the usual way. 
The almost complex structure J2 on W2 induces an almost contact structure 
(<,g, J2 19) on E2”+i, where C@ is the J,-invariant subbundle of TE2”+ ’ and the vector field 
5 on C 2n+1 is transverse to 9 and such that J25 is pointing inwards. This in turn induces 
natural almost complex structures J, on ( f C “+ ‘) x [0, 11, which differ only by the sign in 
J, d, = f <, where t denotes the coordinate in [0, 11. 
There is an almost complex structure J3 on W3 which is uniquely determined up to 
homotopy by the condition that it extends the almost complex structures J2 on W2 and 
J_ on(-E 2n+ ‘) x [0, l]), since over the tubular neighbourhoods of the two arcs along 
which we glue the almost complex structures define trivial U(n + 1)-bundles, and we 
identify the tangent bundles via an element in 
[S2n x [0, 11, SO(2n + 2)] Z ~c~~(SO~~+~) = n2,(SO) 
which is the zero group for n E 7 mod 8, and this lifts uniquely to an element of the zero 
group 712.(Un+ 1) g ~2JU). 
The resulting almost contact structure on X2”+ ’ # ( - C2n+ ‘) at one end of W3 is by our 
choice of almost contact structure on - CZn+ ’ the one that extends over the contractible 
manifold B2n+2 bounded by X2”+’ #( -E2n+1) (see Fig. 1; notice that B2”+’ has 
x2n+ 1 _ D2n+ 1 as deformation retract). 
In this figure the outer rim is identified with X2”+ ’ = E2”+r x (0) and the inner rim with 
-c _x2n+r 2nt1 _ x {l}, and the almost complex structure on E”‘+r x [0, l] is J+ . Then the 
almost complex structure J+ on B”‘+’ does indeed extend the almost complex structure 
J3 on W3. Thus we have found the desired almost complex handlebody 
w=w3 u B2”+2 
pn+I#(_p+*) 
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Fig. 1. The connected sum X2”+’ # ( -XZn+‘). 
for the complementary handles we need to attach to a (2n + 2)-ball to obtain W are again of 
dimension n + 1. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4. 
4.4. Some special cases 
So far we have ruled out the case 4 # 0 on the torsion-free part of H,(M;Z). In this 
section, we deal with this particular case. 
PROPOSITION 15. ZfH,(M; Z) g Z, oi(M) = 0, C/$(M) # 0 and A4 admits an almost contact 
structure, then M admits a contact structure. 
Proof If n E 2,4,6 mod 8, p^ lies in the zero group and so does its lift p, and there are no 
further middle dimensional obstructions to the existence of an almost contact structure. If 
n E 0 mod 8, a necessary condition for M to admit an almost contact structure is fl= 0, and 
then the only lift is p” = 0. 
Hence the result is immediate from Lemma 11, since the cotangent sphere bundle of 
,S”+ ’ (or any other manifold) is well-known to admit a contact structure. 
Remark. (1) For n E 0,4 mod 8, the only lift of di = 0 is a” = 0. So in this case there is 
a unique stable homotopy class of almost contact structures. For n - 2 mod 8, a” can be any 
even number, for n E 6 mod 8 any element of H. Since the cotangent disc bundle W in 
homotopy equivalent o S”+ ‘, only almost contact structures corresponding to & = 0 can be 
induced from an almost complex structure on W. 
(2) If n E 6 mod 8, the condition cr^ = 0 is trivially satisfied, since the relevant coefficient 
group is zero. 
PROPOSITION 16. Zf H,,(M;Z) E Z, oi(M) # 0, $ # 0, and M admits an almost contact 
structure, then M #M admits a contact structure. 
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Proof: Let el = (LO), e2 = (0,l) be generators of % 0 H with respect to the natural 
isomorphism H,(M# M; Z) z Z 0 Z. Write e?,e? for the dual basis for H”(M # M; 
n,_l(SO)) z Hom(H,(M#M;H), rc,-i(S0)). Then a^(M#M) = oie: + O;el, where di = i(M). 
The invariant $ is an element of H”+ ‘(M #M; Z,). Since H”+ ‘(M #M) is Poincare dual 
to H,(M # M) and this duality is linear - in contrast to the anti-linear duality between 
H,(M # M) and Hom(H,(M # M), 7c,- 1 (SO)) - we can express C$ in terms of the basis el, e, 
reduced modulo 2. Thus &M # M) = el + e2. 
Now choose a new basis Z1 = el and C2 = e2 - el. Then e”: = eT + ez and t?z = et_ 
Hence oi(M # M) = &C~ and &(M# M) = Z2_ 
This proves that M# M = M’# M”, where B(M’) = 2, c&M’) = 0 and di(M”) = 0, 
&M”) = 1. 
Because of J(M) # 0 we are in the case n even (and n # 2,6). Hence trivially j?(M) = 0 
unless n = Omod 8, in which case j?(M) = 0 is a necessary condition for M to admit an 
almost contact structure. Then also &M’) = B(M”) = 0. 
The condition on B(M’) for M’ to admit an almost contact structure is the same as for 
6(M). Thus both M’ and M” (which in fact is the cotangent S”-bundle of S”+ ‘) admit 
a contact structure by the discussion above, and hence so does M # M = M’# M”, ob- 
tained from M’ and M” by O-surgery. 
5. EXOTIC CONTACT STRUCTURES ON SPHERES 
Non-standard contact structures on spheres of dimension > 5 have been constructed 
by Eliashberg [2]. On S3 exotic contact structures were discovered by Bennequin and 
completely classified by Eliashberg [3]. 
In dimension B 5 the construction rests on a theorem of Gromov, Eliashberg, Floer 
and McDuff which states that if ( W, Q) is a symplectic manifold with contact type boundary 
equal to S2”+i with its standard contact structure and (W,Ln) does not contain any 
symplectic 2-spheres, then W is diffeomorphic to a ball BZn+‘. Eliashberg uses a plumbing 
construction to obtain contact structures on SZn+ ‘, n 3 2, with a symplectic filling different 
from B2”+‘, which proves exoticity of these structures. 
Homotopy classes of almost contact structures on S2”+l are classified by 
712n+ IW 2n+ JU,). Recall Massey’s computation of these homotopy groups from Section 4, 
which shows that there are finitely many such homotopy classes if n is even and infinitely 
many if n is odd. In the former case, Eliashberg could actually produce exotic contact 
structures on S2”+ ’ that are homotopically standard, simply by taking the connected sum 
of k copies of an arbitrary exotic example, where k is divisible by the order of 
7c2n +1 (S02,+ JU,). For n odd this simple procedure fails, and examples of homotopically 
non-standard contact structures have been previously known to Sato [29]. 
The purpose of the present section is two-fold. First we outline an alternative construc- 
tion of exotic contact structures on spheres by describing spheres as Brieskorn manifolds. 
This description - which is essentially Sate’s, except that he was only interested in the 
homotopy problem - is of course related to Eliashberg’s construction because of the 
well-known relation between Brieskorn manifolds and plumbing constructions [17]. How- 
ever, it has the advantage not only of giving an explicit global description of the contact 
structure, but it also allows to determine the homotopy class of the underlying almost 
contact structure. 
While this construction is not directly related to contact surgery, it prepares the ground 
for the second part of this section. We show that although the construction via Brieskorn 
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manifolds never leads to exotic contact structures on S7 that are homotopically standard, 
such examples can indeed be constructed using contact surgery instead. We also construct 
such examples on S8k+3, k > 1. Some of the results in this section were announced in [lo]. 
5.1. Brieskorn manifolds 
Consider the Brieskorn manifold X(a) = E(ao, . . . ,a,+ 1 , ) defined as intersection of the 
non-singular complex hypersurface given by the equation 
in @n+2 (with t a small positive real number) with the unit sphere SZnf3 c Cn+2. Here the 
ai are natural numbers, Ui > 2. From [21] and the discussion in [17, Chapter 141 it follows 
that the real l-form 
w=~~~ d(Zjdil-i,dZj) 
J-0 J 
defines (for sufficiently small c) a contact form on E(a). For suitable choice of 
a = (uo, . . . ,a,+ i) the Brieskorn manifold E(u) is diffeomorphic to S’“+’ and it admits 
a symplectic (in fact, holomorphic) filling (IV(u), 0) given by 
W(u) = 
i 
(20, . . . ,z,+r) E P+2 Ii$ZJJ = t, “il lZj12 9 I} 
j=O 
fl+1 
R=i 1 LdzjAdfj. 
j=O aj 
The homology of W(u) can be computed explicitly and this allows to show the exoticity of 
the contact structure induced by w on C(u). 
PROPOSITION 17. Suppose C(u) is diffeomorphic to S2”+ ‘, n B 2, a # (2, . . . ,2). Then the 
contact structure induced by to is exotic. 
Proof: As shown in [17], the cobounding manifold W(u) is an n-connected (2n + 2)- 
manifold with 
n+1 
rank H, + 1 (w(a)) = I-j (ai - 1) # 0. 
i=l 
In particular, IV(u) is not a ball. Now apply the theorem from [2] mentioned at the 
beginning of this section. 
Notation. We write p(u) = fly:, (ai - 1) and sign(u) for the signature of IV(a). 
EXAMPLE 18. X(2,2,2,3,6.28 - 1) is diffeomorphic to S7 and the contact structure induced 
by CO is exotic. 
ProoJ: This follows from [17, Satz 14.71 and the proposition above. 
This explicit description has the further advantage that the homotopy class of the 
underlying almost contact structure can be determined. In fact, one can show that for S7 
such a construction always yields a contact structure whose underlying almost contact 
structure is not homotopic to the standard structure (and probably the same is true for any 
S2”+i with n odd). 
PROPOSITION 19. 
ture induced by o is 
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Suppose X(a) = C(aO, . . . , a4) is diffeomorphic to S’. The contact struc- 
not homotopically standard. 
Proof: Morita [27] gives an explicit calculation of the homotopy class of the induced 
almost contact structure. Recall that these homotopy classes are classified by 
7c,(S07/U3) g Z @ ZZ, where (0,O) corresponds to the standard structure (which extends 
over D8 as an almost complex structure). Write 6(a) E n7(S07/U3) for the homotopy class 
induced on Z(a). By Proposition 3.1 of [27] we have 
6(a) = 
( 
k sign(u) - k p(a),0 
> 
E Z 0 Z2. 
Write uf (resp. a-) for the dimension of the subspace of H,+,(W(a)) on which the 
intersection form of W(a) is positive (resp. negative) definite. Then sign(u) = a+ - a- and 
p(a) = a+ + a-. It follows 
$ sign(a) -i p(a) 6 $ (I+ - i a+ ,< 0 
where at least one of the inequalities is strict. 
Remark. (1) Here the splitting x~(SO,/U,) g Z 0 ZZ is chosen such that 1 E Z 
generates the kernel of the stabilizing map n7(S07/U3) + n,(SO/U), Z 0 ZZ + HZ; 
cf. Section 5.2. 
(2) Notice that even stably we can only realize the class y = 0 E Z2. It is not known 
whether there are contact structures on S’ in the homotopy classes of almost contact 
structures of the form (x, y) E Z @ ZZ with y # 0. 
For n even, one can give explicit realizations of contact structures on S’“’ ’ in every 
homotopy class of almost contact structures. The following theorem is essentially due to 
Morita [27], rephrased in the language of contact geometry, cf. [29]. However, our proof 
differs slightly from Morita’s and uses contact surgery. We alluded to this theorem in 
Remark (2) after Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 20. On S2”+ ‘, n even, every homotopy class of almost contact structures contains 
a contact structure. 
ProoJ Consider n+1 
h 
I 
X(a) = C (2, . . . ,2,2k + 1) 
with 2k + 1 = _+l mods. By [17, Satz 11.31, Z(a) is diffeomorphic to S2”+‘. Morita 
computes the homotopy class of the almost contact structure induced from o; he finds 
6(a) = (l/2)&) = k E G:= 7c2n+l (S02,+ JU,), which is a finite group. For n = 2 this group 
is trivial, so assume n 2 4. Then the order 1 GI of this group is divisible by four, so for 
k = 1 G 1 - 1 we have 2k + 1 E - 1 mod 8. Taking connected sums of the corresponding 
C(a) produces a contact structure in any homotopy class of almost contact structures, for 
the d-invariant is easily seen to be additive under connected sums (cf. Section 5.2). 
One can also give concrete examples where the contact structure on S2”+ 1 is exotic but 
homotopically standard. 
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EXAMPLE 21. x(2,2,2,2,2,49) is diffeomorphic to Sg and the induced contact structure is 
exotic but homotopically standard. 
Proof. The order of ng(SOg/U4) is 24. 
5.2. Almost X-structures 
In this paragraph we briefly review work of Kahn Cl83 and relate it to the homotopy 
questions studied in the preceding paragraph. 
An X-structure as defined by Kahn on an oriented manifold W is a section e 
of the bundle associated to the tangent bundle TW with a suitable fibre X. 
Suffice it to say that the concept includes the case of almost complex structures 
(X = SOZn+ZPn+ 1 for dim W = 2n + 2) and other reductions of the structure group 
of w. 
An almost X-structure in the sense of Kahn is an X-structure on W with a disc removed. 
(Note the two different meanings of almost). Given an almost X-structure 0 on W, there is 
an obstruction cx( W, of to extending this to an X-structure. This obstruction only depends 
on the homotopy class of the almost X-structure (r. 
Given almost X-structures (TV, CJ~ on two manifolds I/,, V, of the same dimension m, one 
can form the connected sum I/, # V2 with respect o the discs Dr c l’i outside which the 
X-structures are defined and extend the given X-structures over the l-handle with a disc 
removed. This almost X-structure on V1 # V, is denoted by g1 + CJ~. Similarly, an almost 
X-structure (T on V gives rise to an almost X-structure -0 on -I/, that is, l’ with 
orientation reversed. 
Let cx(Sm) denote the obstruction to extending any almost X-structure on S” over the 
whole sphere, and denote by x(V) the Euler characteristic of I/. Then we have the following 
theorem of Kahn, which extends the well-known formulae for the Euler characteristic, 
interpreted in this context as the obstruction to the existence of a nowhere vanishing vector 
field. 
THEOREM 22 (Kahn [18]). 
(i) ~~(V’;#l?,0~ + 02) = cxW;l,ad +c~(f?,aJ --cowl 
(ii) cx( - V”, -cr) = - cX(Vm,O) + x(V)c,(S”). 
We have an immediate application for the case m = 2n + 1, X = SOzn+JUn, that is, 
almost contact structures. This was used in Section 4. 
PROPOSITION 23. (i) The top dimensional obstruction to the existence of an almost contact 
structure is additive under the connected sum of manifolds. In particular, the connected sum of 
two almost contact manifolds admits an almost contact structure. 
(ii) A manifold that is almost diffeomorphic to an almost contact manifold also admits an 
almost contact structure. 
Proof: These statements follow immediately from the fact that every homotopy 
sphere is stably parallelizable [20], so the odd-dimensional ones admit an almost contact 
structure. 
We now specialize to the case of almost complex structures in dimension 2n + 2, 
n odd, so we set X = SOZ.+ JUn+ i. Notice that SO,,, JUn+ 1 is diffeomorphic 
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to SOZ, + i/U, by [ 121, in particular the obstruction cx to extending an almost X-structure 
lies in 
for n = lmod4 
for n _ 3mod4 
which is also the group classifying homotopy classes of almost contact structures on Szn+i. 
First we want to compute c~(S~~+~) E ~c~~+~(SO~,,+~/IJ~+~). Observe that, for 
n = 3 mod 4, the stabilizing map 
s: ll 2n+1w3 2n+2/Un+d -+ 712n + 1 W/U) 
BOZ2 -+ z2 
is surjective, since 
712n+lW2n+2) -~z”+l(SO)~~z,+l(SO/U) 
E@Z + z -+ E2 
is surjective. Define the splitting rcZn+ 1 (SO 2n+2/Un+ 1)g H 0 Z2 by identifying kerS 
with Z. 
From [23, Theorem II] it follows that, for n = 1,3mod4, c~(S~“+~) generates 
7c2,,+ 1w 2n + 2/Un+ r) (resp. its free part), so from the fact that S2”+ 2 is stably parallelizable 
we have (after choosing a sign) 
Observe the following relation with Morita’s invariant 6 discussed in the preceding 
section. Let W be a closed (2n + 2)-manifold such that W - UZn+’ (where U2”+’ denotes the 
interior of an embedded closed (2n + 2)-disc D2n+2 c W) admits an almost complex struc- 
ture. The induced almost contact structure on a( W - U2n+2) = S2n+1 determines an element 
BElr 2n+ 1(S02,+ JU,) with 6 = 0 precisely if S2”+ ’ bounds an almost complex (2n + 2)-ball. 
In this way we may regard S as an invariant associated with W and an almost complex 
structure (T on W - UZn+ 2. Our convention implies 6(S 2n+2) = 0. We claim that the relation 
h(W,a) + cx(W,a) = Cx(SZn+2) = (LO) 
holds for any (2n + 2)-manifold W. Indeed, consider an almost contact structure induced on 
S2n+l = a(w _ ~/Zn+2 ) from an almost complex structure g on W. From the orientation of 
W - U2n+2 given by the almost complex structure, S 2n+ 1inherits a natural orientation as 
boundary. The invariant 6(W,o) may be regarded as the obstruction to extending the 
almost contact structure on S2’+i to an almost complex structure on an (2n + 2)-ball inside 
S2”+ ‘, the class cx( W, a) as the obstruction to extending it to an (2n + 2)-ball outside S2”+i. 
So these two obstructions must add up to the obstruction to finding an almost complex 
structure on S2n+2. 
Observe further that 6 is additive under connected sums. This follows from the fact that 
the Eliashberg-Weinstein O-surgery yields an almost contact structure on the connected 
sum that extends as a complex structure over the l-handle. In the present situation, this is 
equivalent o Kahn’s theorem: 
@Wl# W2,Gl + c2) = (l,O) - cx(W, # W2,a1 + 02) 
= (LO) - (CX(Wl,~l) + cx(W2,fl2) -(LO)) 
= ((LO) - (CX(Wlr~l)) + (U,O) - cxW2,fJ2)) 
= &Wl, g1) + 4W2,fl2). 
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5.3. Exotic structures on S2” ’ I, n odd 
We now apply the results of the preceding paragraph to construct exotic but homotopi- 
tally standard contact structures on S7 and S 8k+3, k z 1. The construction, which at least in 
principle extends to all spheres of dimension 2n + 1 with n odd, rests on the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 24. Let W,, be an oriented n-connected (but not (n + I)-connected) (2n + 2)- 
manifold that admits an almost complex strzacture Jo (which defines the orientation), where n is 
odd. Observe that I( W,) > 0. Set 
w= Wo# ... #Wo,#(-Wo). 
v 
xWo)- 1 
Then W = r - U2n’2 admits a symplectic structure and a compatible almost complex 
structure which induce an exotic but komotopically standard contact structure on 
aW = Sxn+l. 
Pro08 Set X = S02n+2/Un+l. Denote by (T the almost X-structure on W, induced by 
Jo. Clearly cx( W,,, (r) = 0. Now we compute 
cx(-W0? -a) = - cx(Wo,a) + x(w,)c,(s2”+2) 
= x( W,)c,(S2”‘2) 
and further 
cx(~,(x(Wcl) - l)e +(-a)) = (x(W0) - l)cx(Wa,a) + cx(-w0, -0) 
- (x(W0) - l)cx(S2”+2) 
= Cx(SZn+2). 
It follows that W admits an almost complex structure whose b-invariant is 0 E Z (resp. 
(O,O) E z 0 E2). 
By Smale’s classical work on the generalized Poincart conjecture it is well known that 
W is a handlebody in X(2n + 2, k, n + l), so we may apply Theorem 3 to conclude that 
8 W = SZn+ l admits a homotopically standard contact structure, which is exotic because of 
K+,(W) z 0 
Next we are going to construct the highly connected almost complex manifolds F 
required by the theorem we have just proved. 
THEOREM 25. (i) WP2 # HP2 #S4 x S4 admits an almost complex structure. 
(ii) Fix an orientation on V = S4k +’ x S4k+2, k > 1. There is a connected sum of copies of 
V and - V which admits an almost complex structure. 
(iii) A connected sum of copies of S4k x S4k with either orientation does not admit an almost 
complex structure. 
COROLLARY 26. S7 and S8k+3, k 3 1, admit exotic but komotopically standard contact 
structures. 
This corollary is immediate from the two preceding theorems. Part (iii) of the theorem 
above shows that the case of spheres of dimension 8k - 1 with k 2 2 is more complicated. 
Similar considerations (using Proposition 3.1 of [27]) show that for k = 1, and probably 
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also for all k 2 2 - this depends on having suitable estimates on the Bernoulli numbers 
- the boundary connected sum of manifolds w(a) as in Section 5.1 with M(a) 
a homotopy sphere never leads to a homotopically standard contact structure on Ssk-‘. In 
particular, we leave open the question whether there are any highly connected almost 
complex manifolds in dimension Sk, k 3 2. The case k = 1 is exceptional because we can use 
HP2 as building block. 
Proof of Theorem 25. (i) First we consider HIP’. By [15] the total Pontrjagin class of 
the tangent bundle 0 = TO-UP2 is 
p(8) = (1 + u)6(1 + 4u)_’ = 1 + 2u + 7u2 
where u is a suitable generator of H4(WP2;h) g Z. Since a3(SOs/U4) g rc,(SO/U) = 0, the 
structure group of 8 reduces to U4 over the 4-skeleton S4 = HIP’ c WP2. Write q for the 
resulting U4-bundle over S4 and 0 for the corresponding almost X-structure on H[FD2 (with 
X = SO,/U,). The relation 
Pl(@ = c:(V) - 2cz(rl) 
implies c2(q) = - a. By [23, Theorem II] or [lg, Corollary 21 we find for the free summand 
ci of cx = ci + c: E Z 0 Z2 that 
c%QP2,a) = &(WP2) + 3 (cZ(s) - P269, c~~21>)&(ss) 
= $(3 - 3(u2,[wPZ]))c~(s*) 
where [HP21 denotes the orientation generator of H8(WP2;Z). Now u2 is a generator of 
H*( !hlP2; Z), so if we define the orientation of HP2 by the condition (u2, [ HIP21 ) = 1, then 
c$( WP2, a) = 0. However, HP2 (with either orientation) does not admit any almost complex 
structures, since a necessary condition for an 8-manifold with vanishing second Betti 
number to do so is that its Euler number be divisible by 6, see [16]. We conclude 
cx(WP2,a) = (0,l) E H @ Hz. 
Next we compute cx for S4 x S4. Again we can find an almost complex structure over the 
4-skeleton S4 v S4, and hence an almost X-structure 0’ on S4 x S4. This manifold is stably 
parallelizable, so its total Pontrjagin class is equal to 1. It follows that c2(q’) = 0, where q’ 
denotes the U4-bundle over S4 v S4 given by G’. Thus we find 
cjl.(S4 x s4, a’) = 4 x(S4 x S4)&?) = 2c$(S8) 
and hence, because S4 x S4 is stably almost complex (being stably parallelizable), 
CX(S4XS4,.‘)=(2,0)Eh@Zz. 
Now we compute 
= (0, 0) 
so lV = WP2#WP2#S4xS4 admits an almost complex structure. Notice that 
x( lV) = 3 + 3 + 4 - 2 x 2 = 6, so the criterion of [16] is satisfied. 
(ii) First of all we observe again that S4k+2 x S4k+2 1s stably parallelizable, so its total 
Pontrjagin Class equals 1. Since ?r&$k + 1 (SOS,‘ + 4/Uak + 2) g nhk + 1 (so/u) = 0, we can find an 
almost complex structure 0 over the (4k + 2)-skeleton S4kf2 v S4k+2. By [19, Lemma 1.11 
the Chern class &+ 1(q) of the corresponding U(4k + 2)-bundle rl can be any multiple of 
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(2k)! (The mod 2 reduction of this Chern class is equal to zero, so the underlying real bundle 
is always the trivial one). Choose generators x,y of 
H4k+Z(S4k+2 ” S4k+2; H) g z @ z 
and v] with 
cZk+ r(q) = (2k)!x + (2k)!y. 
Write I/ for S4k+2 x S4k+ 2 with the orientation defined by xuy. Then, by the results of 
Massey and Kahn cited above, 
cX( I/, a) = (&( I’) - ;2(2k)!(2k)!)cX(S8k+4) 
= (2 - +(2k)!(2k)!)c,(Ssk+“) 
=: (2 - ak)c&8k+4) E i? 
and 
c,y( - I/, -a) = (-(2 - ak) + X(v))c,(S”k+4) 
= (2 + ak)c&8k+4). 
Recall that cX(Sakf4 ) is a generator of i? E ~gk+3(SOsk+4/U4k+2). 
Now consider 
and 
IV = #,V#(#,(-V)) 
with a = ak/2 and b = ak/2 - 1. Then 
Cx( w, 8) = 42 - &) + b(2 + ak) - U - b + 1 
(1 + ak) + 1 
so IV admits an almost complex structure. Observe that for k = 1 we obtain w = S6 x S6. 
Indeed, S6 admits an almost complex structure. 
(iii) Suppose we have an almost complex structure over the 4k-skeleton S4k v S4k of 
S4k x S4k. With notation as above, we have 
and hence 
0 = Pk@) = * C2k(d 
CX(P x P, cr) = 2CX(S47 
independently of the orientation, as can be seen by passing to - 0. Therefore no connected 
sum of copies of S4k x S4k with either orientation has vanishing obstruction cx. 
6. NON-LINEAR SPHERICAL SPACE FORMS 
A spherical space form is a quotient manifold M = I\Sk with I a finite group acting 
freely on Sk. If M is diffeomorphic to a quotient I\Sk with I c O(k + 1) it is called a linear 
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spherical space form. Wolf [37] has shown the existence of a contact structure on any 
odd-dimensional linear spherical space form. In this section we employ contact surgery to 
produce contact structures on certain non-linear spherical space forms. We limit ourselves 
to the case k = 5, although some of the arguments can easily be generalized. 
Consider the Brieskorn 5-manifold C,,I = Z&s, q) c C4 defined by the equations 
z”o + z: + z; + z: = E 
t lZj12 = q* 
j=O 
Here E and q are positive real numbers, p is an odd integer, and 1 = 3” for some natural 
number n. Furthermore, assume that I is a primitive third root of 1 mod p and 
gcd(r - 1,~) = 1. It is shown in [28] that under these assumptions the metacyclic group 
D p,3={x,ylx~=y3=1,yxy-1=x’} 
acts freely on Xp,, for appropriate choice of E and q (for instance, it suffices to require $ # E 
and ~~3~ -p/2 # E). An example is given by p = 7, r = 2. 
This action of D,, 3 on C,, I is given by 
~(~0,~1,~2,z3) = (t,z0,~;~1,~;*z2,~3) 
and 
Y(zO,zl,z2,z3) = (~2,~0,z1,53~3) 
where tp, t3 denote a primitive pth and 3rd root of unity, respectively. 
As in Section 5 we know that 
induces a contact form on C,,I for E sufficiently small. 
We observe that w is invariant under the action of D,, 3 and hence descends to a contact 
form on the quotient manifold D,, 3\Cp,I. The manifold C,,l is not a 5-sphere, but it is simply 
connected and H2(Xp,I; E) is a finite group. 
Petrie [28] has shown that for suitable choice of n it is possible to obtain a manifold with 
fundamental group D,, 3 and universal cover S5 by performing surgery along 2-spheres in 
Q~,I:= 4,3\%1, In other words, this constructs an action of Dp,3 on S5. This action is 
necessarily non-linear since the group-theoretic conditions of [38, Theorem 5.5.11 for 
a linear action are violated. 
Our aim now is to show that this surgery can be carried out so as to preserve the contact 
property. The idea that Petrie’s construction ought to carry over to contact geometry 
belongs to Charles Thomas. 
THEOREM 27. There is a contact structure on D,,3\S5. 
Proof: First we are going to show that the 2-spheres along which we want to perform 
surgery satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1. By Remark (2) after Lemma 2, it is then possible 
to perform contact surgery. Now H2(Xp,l;Z) is finite and so is H,(Q,,,;Z) (One can 
compute directly that H2(D, 3) is finite and then the finiteness of H2(Qpsl; Z) follows from 
the Cartan-Leray spectral sequence, which has E,-page given by 
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and converges to the homology of Q,,l). Hence (with Z-coefficients understood) 
H2(Q,,d g FH,(Q,,d 0 TH,(Q,,,) 
Here F denotes the free part of an abelian group, T the torsion part, and (.)ab the 
abelianization of a group. 
Now let i:S2 -+ Q,,l be an embedding and 9 the contact structure on Q,,[. Since 
i*:H’(Q&) +H2(S2;Z) must be the trivial homomorphism, both TS* @ C and i*g are 
U(2)-bundles over S2 with cr = 0 and therefore trivial bundles. Hence we can find the 
desired complex bundle isomorphism TS’ @ @ --f 91 i(S’). 
Thus it is possible to perform contact surgery along all the relevant 2-spheres. In 
general, there is a choice of framing and not every framing may be realizable by a contact 
surgery. However, in the present situation the choice of framing lies in nZ(S03) = 0, so this 
problem does not arise. 
In forthcoming joint work with C. B. Thomas we intend to study this and related 
constructions in more detail. 
7. CONVEX SYMPLECTIC MANIFOLDS 
The manifolds constructed in Section 4 are actually all &convex boundaries of 
suitable symplectic handlebodies (W, Cl). Indeed they are even holomorphically fillable 
in the sense of [4]. Notice that in all cases W2n+2 has the homotopy type of an (n + l)- 
complex. 
In [4] Eliashberg and Gromov asked whether there exist complete (globally) convex 
symplectic manifolds of dimension 2n B 6 with non-trivial (2n - 1)-dimensional homology. 
The relevance of this question is discussed in great detail in their paper. For 2n = 4 such 
examples had first been constructed by McDuff [24], and a generalization of her construc- 
tion for 2n = 4 was given independently in [9,26], and for 2n = 6 in [S], thus answering the 
above question in the affirmative. 
Strictly speaking, in [S] it was only shown that there are examples which show that 
there are locally convex symplectic manifolds with the described homological property. We 
briefly recall the construction from [8] to show that it actually yields globally convex 
symplectic manifolds (which can easily be made complete by the completion procedure of 
[4, Section 1.8.41). In [8] it was shown that on the total space A4 of suitable T3-bundles 
over T2 one can find l-forms c~i, . . . ,CY~ satisfying 
da, = Lx4 A cl2 + Lx5 A cc3 
dcr, = CC~AC~~ + tx5~ci1. 
Let IJ : [0, l] + [O, l] be a smooth, monotone increasing function with $(s) identically zero 
nears = 0 and IL(s) = s near s = 1 and such that for each s E [0, l] at least one of $‘(s)ll/(s) 
and $‘(l - s)ll/(l - s) is strictly positive. Set 
Q = d(lCl(s)M, + 11/(1 - sb2) 
on W = M x [0, 11. Then one easily computes that n is a symplectic form on W. Further- 
more, the vector field X globally defined on W by 
0(X, .) = $(S)& + $(l - Sk.2 
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is clearly an expanding Liouville vector field; near s = 0 we find X = - (1 - s)& and near 
s = 1 we have X = sa,, hence X is pointing outwards along the boundary. Thus W is 
a convex symplectic 6-manifold with H,( W; Z) E 22. 
The earlier 4-dimensional examples in [22,9,26] were also of the special form 
M3 x [0, 11, but using contact surgery one can readily obtain convex symplectic manifolds 
with more intricate topology. By attaching symplectic handles to one of the boundary 
components of M x [0, l] one can construct convex symplectic manifolds with non-dif- 
feomorphic boundary components, and by repeated attaching of l-handles between convex 
symplectic manifolds (i.e. forming of the boundary connected sum) one obtains symplectic 
manifolds with arbitrary number of boundary components. 
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